QUICK FACTS:
SEX, GENDER, AND EQUAL RIGHTS

Following the publication of the Transgender Equality Report, the UK government intends to consult on amending the Gender Recognition Act. This will have significant impacts on both trans people and others, especially women, children, and the lesbian and gay community. This fact sheet explains the proposed changes and some of the implications.

Definitions
- **Gender** means socially constructed roles, characteristics, and behaviours: for example, women may be seen as empathic and suited to caring roles, while men may be seen as logical, tough, and suited to technical jobs.
- **Sex** refers to biological and physiological characteristics: for example, men have penises, women have vaginas. In Britain, the terms “male” and “female” are used on birth certificates to show a person’s sex.
- **Gender reassignment** is the process of transitioning from one gender to another. A small proportion of trans-identifying people have medical treatment (hormones, surgery, or both), and many change their appearance, but these changes are not obligatory. It is impossible to change sex, even with medical treatment.
- **Gender identity** is a person’s internal sense of their own gender, whether or not it aligns with societal norms.
- **Gender dysphoria** is the medical term for the condition in which a person experiences distress because they identify as having a gender that is different from their recorded birth sex.

The current law and the proposed changes
- **Sex** and **gender reassignment** are both protected characteristics under the Equality Act 2010.
- Under the Gender Recognition Act 2004, someone wishing to change their legal gender can apply for a Gender Recognition Certificate. They must have lived as the acquired gender for two years and must have been given a medical diagnosis of gender dysphoria, but medical treatment is not required.

The Transgender Equality Report made the following recommendations (among others):
- **Self-declaration.** To make legal gender changes easier for trans-identifying people, the need for a medical diagnosis should be removed. Gender Recognition Certificates should be issued through a simple administrative process of self-declaration of gender identity. This would apply to adults and 16/17-year-olds.
- **The protected characteristic of “gender reassignment” in the Equality Act 2010 should be changed to “gender identity”**.
- **No exclusion of trans-identifying people under any circumstances.** A person with a Gender Recognition Certificate should never be excluded from a single-sex occupation or service for people of their acquired gender.

What does this mean in practice?
Currently, organisations offering single-sex services in sensitive situations may exclude people of the opposite birth sex if it is a proportionate means of achieving a legitimate aim. For example, a service for women who have experienced sexual assault could exclude a trans-identifying male from working as a therapist or accessing a women’s therapy group there. Under the new recommendations, this would no longer be the case. A male person could legally change their gender to “woman” or “female” by self-declaration — no medical diagnosis of gender dysphoria or other assessment would be required, and they would not need to change anything about themselves, such as changing appearance or having medical treatment. This person would then be eligible to attend or work at the women-only therapy service in our example.

The UK trans community
- The UK trans population is estimated to be about 650,000 people (1 in 100), but only a few have Gender Recognition Certificates.
- As of 2015, about 5% of trans people in the UK had sought medical treatment. About 20% are expected to eventually.
- The number of people with gender dysphoria is much smaller than the number of trans-identifying people. About 1 in 14,700 adult males and 1 in 38,500 adult females have gender dysphoria.
- If gender dysphoria is removed as a requirement for legally changing gender, many more trans-identifying people will have the option of taking this step and accessing sensitive single-sex services.
Women-only spaces, services, and other provisions

- The proposed changes would allow trans-identifying males to access woman-only spaces such as changing rooms, refuges, hospital wards, prisons, and shared sleeping arrangements, with no exceptions.
- 80–95% of these trans-identifying males will not have had any medical treatment as part of their transition.1
- Three-quarters of violent crimes6 and 98% of sexual offences7 are committed by males.
- Referrals to gender identity services of prisoners convicted of serious sexual offences vastly outnumber referrals of prisoners convicted of non-sexual offences.8
- Women and girls will be told it is a hate crime to complain about trans-identifying males in their changing rooms.9

Intimate care and contact and woman-only services

- Disabled and elderly women who prefer a female carer for washing, dressing, and so on won’t be sure of getting one.
- Women who want to see a female professional for therapy or for intimate care such as bra fittings or gynaecological issues like smear tests, mammograms, contraception, pregnancy and birth may find this harder to arrange, too.
- Trans-identifying male police and security officials may perform intimate body searches on women.

Sports

- Trans-identifying males are already competing and winning medals in women’s sports.
- International Olympic Committee guidelines on gender categories in sports only set rules for testosterone.10 But men are 14 cm taller, on average, with 10% more lung capacity and stronger bones. These advantages are retained by trans-identifying males who have had medical treatment.
- In some schools and universities, trans-identifying children and young people can compete according to gender-identity without having any medical treatment.

Children and young people

- Scientific research in this field is still in its infancy and there is no expert consensus on the underlying causes of childhood gender dysphoria or the best approach to treating it.11
- Under-18s referrals to gender services rose by 2000% in the last 8 years,12 and there is evidence of social contagion.13
- Growing numbers of people are seeking to reverse the process of transition,14,15 but not all changes can be reversed. Making the process of transitioning easier may increase the number of young, vulnerable people who regret doing so.

The lesbian and gay community

- Lesbians and gay men are attracted to people on the basis of sex, not gender-identity. The new gender-identity laws may make it impossible for them to have single-sex events and organisations.
- Lesbians in particular are being bullied and accused of transphobia for wanting to partner only with females and not with males who identify as women,16 even when those males retain their penises.
- The majority of children with gender dysphoria are no longer dysphoric by adulthood, but a high proportion grow up to be same-sex attracted.17 Homophobia is still widespread in the UK and is the second-most common motivator of hate crimes (after race).18 This suggests that in some cases homophobia may be motivating same-sex attracted people to transition or motivating parents to encourage their children to transition and therefore be seen as straight.

Meaningful language

- The proposed legal changes will make the word “woman” meaningless. Women are adult female humans: members of the sex class able to bear children. If the law is changed, a “woman” will become “anyone who identifies as a woman”. This will not change material reality. The half of the populaton with the potental or perceived ability to bear children will still be discriminated against because of their sex and will still need to organise together to talk about it.19

The Sex and Gender Ethics Society believes that trans-identifying people should have the right to live their lives how they want, with full protection from abuse and discrimination and the provision of sensitive, appropriate services. But other sections of society, especially women and children, lesbians and gay men, deserve equal consideration, and the proposed changes to the law do not achieve this balance. We call for equal consideration of the rights, safety, dignity, and protection of all of these groups.
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